Mitigating Potential Risks
Within Your Parcel Program
“We find the billing
and invoice aspect
of Transportation
Insight’s service
extremely rewarding.
We no longer need
to analyze each
individual BOL,
which frees up our
time to focus on
more value-added
tasks. Dealing with
only one payment
per week is very
convenient.”
– Account Manager,
Leading Retailer of
Christian Products

The growth of a company is essential to long-term sustainability and increased market share, but that growth
can introduce additional supply chain risks. With fast growth comes new suppliers, transportation partners
and carriers, customer segments and facilities. This more complex business environment is dynamic and
needs to be monitored closely to ensure operations are running smoothly and disruptions do not occur
within the supply chain. It is essential that production keeps moving, so that orders are delivered on time.
This is especially true in the e-commerce world, where customers expect orders within hours instead of
days, requiring a robust parcel management program.
To mitigate risk in parcel shipping, shippers need a closed-loop solution that encapsulates data-driven parcel
program engineering and advanced analytics, along with rigorous auditing and a parcel team with deep
industry knowledge that can provide actionable solutions.
Potential areas of risk within your parcel management program include the following:
 D eclared Value

 Vendor Compliance

 L arge Package

 Incorrect Address

 Inactive Account Number

 Weight Variances

 Dimensional Weight
Mitigating risk within parcel operations requires a thorough, independent audit of processes, service
utilization and parcel data. Audits should go deeper than finding standard billing errors. They should also
monitor rates, service and compliance factors to current carrier agreements and standard operating
procedures. A thorough resolution of invoices and payments combined with data analytics results in
improved parcel operations, risk mitigation and ongoing savings.
As a business expands its market reach and acquires new customers, its shipping volume will most likely
grow. Expanded customer demands will require new programs that speed up deliveries while meeting
compliance regulations.

MITIGATE RISKS IN YOUR PARCEL PROGRAM

A thorough resolution of invoices and payments combined
with data analytics results in improved parcel operations, risk
mitigation and ongoing savings.

Transportation Insight can track your packages to ensure they were delivered on time to the right location for
the right cost, no matter the volume. Proactive monitoring of parcel shipping activity, expenditure and service
levels can lessen disruptions.
Lastly, it is important to ensure your partner is SSAE16 Type II certified. This certification demonstrates that
your auditing partner passes an annual, in-depth audit of internal control objectives that meets the rigorous
standards of the American Institute of CPA standards. The certification assures that parcel audits are being
conducted with the utmost integrity and that a shipper’s sensitive data is being maintained with the most
confidential and secure manner possible. Transportation Insight delivers a full SSAE16 Type II compliant audit
solution that meets key compliance and cost reduction goals.

About Transportation Insight’s Parcel Audit Solution
Transportation Insight’s Parcel Audit and Payment solution delivers the most comprehensive and accurate
audit program in the industry. Transportation Insight’s “total program approach” leverages our expertise,
technology, domain knowledge and business acumen to drive operational excellence through proven
methodology and measurable ROI. The invoice data we capture through our comprehensive audit process
integrates into our program engineering analysis to garner strategic, operational and tactical opportunities
for improvement.
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Transportation Insight is a global Enterprise Logistics Provider of customized, multi-modal supply chain services. We help manufacturers,
distributors and retailers maximize profits, enhance customer service, reduce cycle times and increase supply chain visibility.
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